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Build Log Ingestion
pipeline for modern
security teams
The First cloud native platform
with a Log Ingestion engine

Ops_brew gives you the flexibility to easily create pipelines with the
tool-chain of your choice and guarantee the uptime of the pipeline with
our auto scalable modern infrastructure. At a time when your security
teams, their needs, and your logs itself are all rapidly expanding, you need
a Modern log ingestion platform that is as dynamic as you.

Key Features

Pipeline Board

Realtime Board

Log Alerts

Build any number of log
pipelines with a variety of
sources and destinations
using our easy to use drag
and drop interface.

Discover log patterns and
errors rapidly without the need
to investigate and read every
individual log file. Visualize and
explore collected logs with
built-in interfaces.

Be passive! Define and
customize rule-based alerts
using an advanced, built-in
log alerting engine. Get
alerted in real-time.

Platform
Modern Infra for Modern Pipelines

A Modern log ingestion platform that is as dynamic as you. Unleash
the benefits of Kubernetes for your log ingestion pipeline.

Our Advanced Features

Built in interfaces to monitoring systems 


Discover log patterns and errors rapidly
without the need to investigate and read every
individual log file. Visualize and explore

Store logs to the sink of your choice 

Storage to your choice of cheap data sink in
your on-prem or cloud location of choice. We
don’t charge you based on the volume of
data you retain.

collected logs with built in interfaces.

Small footprint on the source systems who
create the log entries 

Ops_brew have multiple methods to send logs
from a system, agentless and with agents. Our

Export functionality to a Business intelligence
system for analysis 

Do you face challenges with integrating log
data with Business Intelligence systems? We

agents are so lightweight as it will only consume

have easy plugin capability of parsing log data

a truly little of your total CPU and Memory.

Customizable life cycle management

 


Not all type of logs should be retained for
longer period. You decide the type of logs

and its retention period on our supported
object store plugins.

and making it accessible to BI systems.

Support of message- and file-based interfaces 

Ops_brew supports message and file-based
logging. A single source supports multiple
methods of log ingestion.

Contact Us

Ops_brew is a premium child
company of Adfolks LLC
/ @opsbrew
Join our Google group!

+971 4 346 3002
info@opsbrew.com

